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between state industry and state education; and the third part outlines the service
that the Pennsylvania State College is rendering to the mining and the mineral
ihdustries arld to the people of Pennsylvania." Copies of this bulletin can be
secured by writing the Dean, School of Mines and Metallurgy, State College, Pa.

Dr. Max von Laue, professor of theoretical physics in the University of Berlin,
and Dr. Arnold Sommerfeld, professor of theoretical physics in the University of
Munich, have been elected honorary members of the Leningrad Academy of
Sciences.

On March 21 the U. S. Geological Survey celebrated its fiftieth anniversary.
Clarence King was appointed the first director on March 21, 1879. The appro-
priations for the work of the Survey have increased from $100,00 for the fiscal
year 1880 to over $2,000,000 for the fiscal year 1930.,

The Council of the Geological Society of America has decided to hold the next
annual meeting in Washington, D. C., Thursday to Saturday, December 26-28,
1929, The Mayflower Hotel will be the headquarters of the Society, and the
regular scientific sessions, as well as the annual dinner, will be held in the same
place. The Mineralogical Society of America will hold its meetings at the same
time.

REVIEWS

UENN orc RAUMGRUPPE DES STAURoLITHS UND SEINE GE.
SETZMASSIGE VERWACHSUNG MIT CYANIT. GAsRTTT MIITTN CIn-
Doso. Berichle iiber d.ie Verhand. il. SAch. Akad. d. WissenschaJten z. Leipzig, math.-
phys. Klasse. Vol. 80, pp. 165-199, 1928. Price 2.80 R.M. Verlag von S. Hirzel.

The dimensions of the unit cell of staurolite are given as o6:7.814, b0: 16.594,
co:5.644. They correspond to an axial ratio ot0.4726i1i1.3400. The value for
the c axis is, therfore, half of that usually given. Two molecules of Niggli's formula
(SiOo)AlgFezH can be accomodated in the unit cell. The formula SizAlsFeHOra
gives no satisfactory values. C. Gottfried's space group Vr,11 is probably wrong.
V617 seems to be correct. The well known crystallographic intergrowth of staurolite
and cyanite is explained by the pseudo-orthorhombic character of cyanite. fnter-
growth takes place along the plane (010) of staurolite and (100) of cyanite. This
causes the b axis of cyanite to be nearly parallel (difierence 5 l/2') to the o axis of

staurolite. A normal to the plane of the 6 and 6 axes of cyanite almost coincides
with the crystallographic direction [411]. X-ray study shows that this direction is
a relatively short primitive translation or, in other words, a line of relatively close
atomic spacing. By using this direction as the o axis in the pseudo-orthorhombic
uni t  cel l  of  cyani te we have d0:  [411] :26.87A, b0:  [010] :7.88A, cs:  [001] :5.654.

Comparison with staurolite shows that the translations along the c axes ate
almost identical and that the translation of staurolite along the o axis is almost
the same as along the b axis in cyanite. The two minerals, then, have almost
identical primitive translation in the plane which is common to both when inter-
grown' 

Tonm w. Gnuwnn
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BEZIEHUNGEN ZWISCHEN LICHTBRECHUNG, DICHTE UND

CHEMISCHER ZUSAMMENSETZUNG IN DER GRANATGRUPPE. H' V.

PmrrpsronN. Abhondl,. d,. math.-phys. Kl'asse d'- Sdch' Akdd' d" Wissensch , Nr'

III, vol. 40,1928. 42 pages, 15 figs. Price 2.50 R.M' Verlag von S' Hirzel'

The number of components that need to be considered in the relationships

of chemical composition to refraction of light and density in the garnet group is

discussed. It is shown that only three components are suffrcient, if no fourth com-

or uvarovite) is discussed. _ 
Jour w. GnuNBn

THE DETERMINATION OF MINERALS UNDER THE MICRO-

SCOPE.JouNW.EvaNs.l l0pages,5lf iguresincluding4plates,andfrontispiece'
'fhomas Murby & Co., London, 1927.

This book as stated in the preface represents "a revision and amplification of

communications on the same subject published in the Proceedings of the Geolo-

gists' Association, 1909, VoI. XXI, pp.79-94, and in the loutnal of the Quekelt

tlub, 1915, Vol. XII, pp. 597-630." It is a non-mathematical, elementary text

dealing with the principles of optical mineralogy.
The ten chapters have the following headings: The Petrological Microscope;

The Nature and Properties of Light; Examination of Minerals in Polarized Light;

Phenomena between Crossed Nicols; The Object Image; The Directions Image;

Dispersion in the Directions Image; Other Determinationsl Summary of Proce-

dure; and Minute Cyrstals, Grains, and Fragments of Minerals'

The text will be found helpful to students of crystal optics although the

beginnermayfind,inplaces,thestylesomewhatinvolved' 
W. F. H.

THE GENESIS OF SOME TYPES OF FELDSPAR FROM GRANITE

PEGMATITES. Or,ar Ar.roensEN. Reprinted. from Norsk geologisk tidsskrift'

B. X, h. t-2,lgz8,pages 116-205,9 plates, in English-
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In 1885 Lehmann suggested that perthites were formed in connection with
contraction cracks. Andersen reproduces the thermal expansion curves of six
feldspars as determined by Kdzu and saiki. The thermal expansion of five of these
specimens was determined in three directions: a-axis, b-axis, and the direction
perpendicular to (001). The temperature range was from normal to 1000.C. The
direction along the o-axis showed a greater expansion. The direction of maximum
expansion in the alkali feldspars lies in the plane of symmetry (assuming these
feldspars to be monoclinic), at an angle of 18o to 20o to (001). The direction per-
pendicular to the axis of maximum expansion coincides with the orientation of
many perthite intergrowths.

Andersen argues that on contraction due to loss of heat, a number of parallel
cracks would be produced in the direction of maximum expansion before it is at-
tained in other directions, but the direction of maximum expansion would also be
the direction of maximum stress. On further cooling it rnay be assumed that
cracks transverse to the direction of the mean expansion will occur. By these two
systems of cracks the feldspar is divided into a number of rectangular blocks. It
is along these cracks that the pegmatitic solutions can enter and bring about a
replacement. He recognizes that the crystallization history of pegmatites is a
complicated afiair.

A large portion of the paper is devoted to a description of chemical and optical
studies of feldspars from granite pegmatites of Norway. He uses a number of
interesting terms in connection with these. (1) String perthite, where the blebs
of albite form very small narrow rods. (2) Film perthite, where the blebs assume
thin plates running in a direction perpendicular to (010) to an angle of about 73.
to (001). He notes other directions which these films may take. (3) Vein perthite,
which is self explanatory. (4) Patch perthite. It is allied genetically with.the vein
perthite. The blebs are elongated in the direction of the b-axis as well a.s the c-axis.
He also mentions interlocking perthite and antiperthite.

There are 48 very fine photomicrographs of difierent tlpes of feldspars fron^
Norway.

f would point out that the small irregularities or cusps in the therrnal expansion
curves of K6zu and Saiki have lteen ignored by Andersen. K6zu and Saiki indi-
cate in their tablel that there are optical and thermal expansion changes at certain
critical temperatures, and f2 have shown that these critical points can be fitted
in with the suggestions of Winchell.s

Andersen's recent contribution to the feldspar problem is a very helpful paper
and should be consulted by all those interested in these minerals. It should be
emphasized, however, that the theory of replacement to explain perthites should
be chiefly confined to perthites of pegmatitic origin. Andersen,s paper deals with
feldspars from pegmatites, yet, I fear that many mineralogists and petrographers
may assume that all perthites are due to replacement and ignore the other theories
of simultaneous crystallization and exsolution. I believe there are many feldspars
which have to be explained by using all of the above mentioned theories.

Henor.o L. ArlrNc

I S. K6zu and S. Saiki, Sci. Repts., Tohoku Imp. Unit., Set.III, Vol. 2, No. 3,
1925, page 235.

2 Jotn, GeoI., Vol. 34, 1926, page 602.
3 Jour. Geol,., Vol. 33, 1925, pages 714-727.




